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Behaviour

-intro/tx-presenting on behalf of Josh (husband/coworker), I’ve been involved in small portions of this project, but I am definitely not the expert/not my area of focus-I’ll do my best and if you have questions or are interested in the project I’ll put you in contact with Josh-I’m here to talk to you about the use of infrared imagery to measure fire behaviour-this project has been going on for a few years now, and today I’ll be focusing on some of the newer results-this project is the product of ongoing collaboration between CFS and King’s College London (UK), and portions of it have been funded by: CSA, ESA, and NERC
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-quick intro before we get down to business-fires release energy into the environment as you know, using three primary pathways
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-as remote sensors we usually only think about radiation-radiation travels at the speed of light and can be observed at great distances



Calculating Fire Intensity

Byram’s Equation:    FI = Hwr

Where: 

FI = fire intensity (kW m-1)

H = low heat of combustion (kJ kg-1)

w = fuel consumed (kg m-2)

r = ROS (m s-1)

(Byram, 1959)

-typically scientists and managers describe energy release from fires in terms of fire intensity – which considers all three of those energy paths-Byram’s equation (1959) is the universal method of computing this (*FI = Hwr), though it requires ground sampling/actual measurement of different parameters



Calculating FI: Part 2

Byram’s other equations

FI = Er

Where: 

FI = fire intensity (kW m-1)

E = available fuel energy (kJ m-2)

r = ROS (m s-1)

FI = Rd

Where: 

FI = fire intensity (kW m-1)

R = combustion rate (kW m-2)

d = depth of the combustion zone (m)

-those of you who’ve seen Josh talk before may remember that there are other equations that Byram proposed, which basically went unused for 50 years-now…we are using them###SIDE NOTE: Available fuel energy (E) is defined as the amount of energy released when the available fuel burns (i.e. the energy released when producing the FC)



Calculating FI: Part 3

Byram meets FRP

FI = Er ≈       ����� = ��� × ���
Where: 

FI = fire intensity (kW m-1)

E = available fuel energy (kJ m-2)

r = ROS (m s-1)

FI = Rd ≈       ����� = ��� × �
Where: 

FI = fire intensity (kW m-1)

R = combustion rate (kW m-2)

d = depth of the combustion zone (m)

(Johnston, 2016)

-by using Fire Radiative Power (FRP) and its time integral Fire Radiative Energy (FRE) and some fancy image processing we were able to make use of these equations and compute radiative FI-it is of course only the radiative portion – so corrections for radiative fractioning are used…we’re not including the conduction and convection here-There is also a 3rd method: Smith and Wooster proposed a 3rd method for calculating FI, but it is not based in Byram’s FI…we’ll mention this method later.(### SIDE NOTE: Available fuel energy (E) is defined as the amount of energy released when the available fuel burns (i.e. the energy released when producing the FC))(### FRE ROS method not used w MODIS because no ROS measured)



High-Resolution Fire Intensity Imaging

-and we’ve proven these equations work at the small scale-this is a moderate-scale outdoor burn platform, with visible (*)  and IR (*) imagery viewing from above up on a 20 m tower-here you can see that for this low intensity back fire we were able to directly measure fire intensity at a 13 cm resolution along the flame front-notably, at this extremely high resolution we are able to detect localised incidents of extreme fire behaviour, where this creeping fire jumps to ~ 2000 kW/m in a small portion of the flame front (### FRE ROS method ###)



High-Resolution Fire Intensity Imaging

Johnston et al., (in review)

-we verified this data against ground sampling-Both FI equations that I mentioned before performed strongly-Hopefully that paper will be out soon



Simulating Landscape Scale Imagery

MODIS Fire Intensity:

FRP-FD: R2 = 0.90 (p = 0.001)

RadF = 0.11

S and W: R2 = 0.82 (p = 0.002)

RadF = 0.06

[S and W = Smith and Wooster (2005) method]
(Johnston, 2016)

-but the idea of verifying against ground sampled data is not so easy when the fires are larger…. And the ground sampling becomes less reliable or too dangerous to accomplish-so for the larger scale verification, we conducted simulations of landscape scale imagery by pairing Prometheus FB outputs with a series of physical and semi-empirical models to construct synthetic imagery (*) for a range of airborne and satellite detector packages-the results of this analysis showed that two different methods of FI calculation (the FRP-flame depth (*) and Smith and Wooster (2005) (*) method) can effectively measure Byram’s FI, even using 1km MODIS pixels (*)



Measuring Fire Intensity with MODIS

May 4, 2016 

Satellite: Aqua

Time: 14:35 MDT

VZ: 29.8o

GSDmean: 1.23 km

-so here’s an example of using these FI methods…we’ll look at Frt McMurray since I’m sure no one at the conference has mentioned that fire yet-A slightly of-nadir image from Aqua at 14:35 local time (*) from May 4-You can see the fire is moving to the NE from that plume, and I’ll point out if there are hotspots under that plume MODIS would not detect… this is an unfortunate reality when fires generate very thick smoke columns – they effectively become clouds-The second image here shows the midwave IR. You can see the green marks are pixels detected as fire. (### A portion of the image here does not have fire detections (*); these are likely under the smoke column and are unusable.###)-The third image is the FI calculated using the FRP FD method. (### S+M 2005 had identical FI in this example ###)-So, this is great, we have, just using MODIS, fire intensity from remotely sensed data spatially across the fort mac fire-Now, you might notice that the fire intensity seems a bit low (*)…. Surely anyone who seen the fire on May 4th would agree…this was the day after the fire did the majority of damage to Fort McMurray, and FortMc and surrounding communities had been evacuated. On the 4th there were huge pyroCb’s and fire-induced lightning.-However, our max only just over 1000 kW/m (*red pixels)…which is like a rank 3 fire…this doesn’t quite match up(### VZ = view zenith angle…if > 40 degrees you can’t use the FRP; GSDmean = ground sampling distance, spatial res, at nadir = 1km)(### middle image green = hotspots; the one spot not green is a false positive…reflecting off cloud/hotspot coming thru smoke but can’t use)



Measuring Fire Intensity with MODIS

May 6, 2016 

Satellite: Aqua

Time: 14:20 MDT

VZ: 16.2o

GSDmean: 1.06 km

-2 days later we have another example (note, including off-nadir overpasses we actually have 270 MODIS images of this fire in May/early June –some just cloud-  I’m just showing a few for discussion purposes)-again, patchy fire, which is exactly what it was-Still possible we are missing some detections under the smoke -But again, FI seems a bit low compared to what you may have seen in person….Peak value here is one pixel (*) around 2500 kW/m-But on the ground we saw the fire grow quickly to 100,000 ha by today…so something seems to be missing using this MODIS imagery…



So what’s the deal with MODIS?

• MODIS does have some uncertainty with individual pixel FRP, which can be reduced by 

summing over multiple pixels (Freeborn et al., 2014)

• But the low FI values here are more likely a question of scale…

• Forest canopy interception of surface fire radiance can reduce FRP (Johnston, 2016; 

Mathews et al., 2016)

-So what the deal with MODIS?-its true that MODIS does have some uncertainty in its FRP measurements, and that forest canopies can intercept a lot of energy from surface fires, but I’m pretty sure that’s not really the explanation we are looking for here..-its more about scale…. So remember that that moderate scale experimental fire viewed from the tower I showed at the start we found a pixel that was 2000 kW/m and on Frt Mac we found a pixel that was 2000 kW/m it means something totally different – one is 13cm and one is over 1 km-the images here might help visualize what I’m talking about..-basically when you image at very high resolutions you see very high intensity events, and as you degrade that resolution (*) you see the weighted average of those sub-components (#depending on where they sit in the detectors point-spread-function#)…inevitably this process smooths out the high intensity events and moves us more to the middle-So we go from this high-resolution imagery (*), to moderate pixel size (*), to all one pixel (*)…we see quite different FRP values, all because of scale(### non fire pixels do not count ###)



What is the optimum spatio-temporal resolution?

• What is your purpose?

• Ideally fire behaviour should be imaged at spatial resolutions of <100 m
• Imaging at resolutions of < 5 m allows for detection of anomalous fire behaviour, but also 

introduces noise

• This is appropriate for airborne imaging, not really feasible for satellites

• Spatial resolutions of 100 – 500 m are the most practical satellite scale allowing 

reasonable revisit times and avoiding detector saturation 

(### Read slide off ###)3) You can get a reasonable revisit period (something like every 2-3 hours) with a 500 m spatial resolution using just a handful of satellites (which is feasible), but higher resolutions require many more satellites and the cost becomes prohibitive. -Developing this capacity is something we are working towards…our current state, we don’t really have the capacity to do this from a satellite platform.-MODIS yes it is somewhat feasible, but not really for operational purposes…-VIIRS isn’t…keep in mind: that 375m VIIRS band saturates very quick so you cant use it for FRP and therefore not for this-There is some potential with the German systems TET-1 and BIROS. They are the only ~350m satellites (that I’m aware of) that can measure FRP at this resolution right now…HOWEVER, they don’t have the right overpass time and they have very narrow swaths, not enough coverage.-and so certainly we have an interest in seeing something come along that can fill this gap – giving 100-500m unsaturated imagery on a satellite at a 2-3hour repeat cycle(### airborne scan of FortMc: white = fire, black=cloud; 20m pixels ###)
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• Continue to improve this product through foundational science

• Introduce the current product to CWFIS

• Work with airborne IR specialists to implement this in operational fire imaging

• Work with CSA and international agencies to obtain the optimum satellite system

Next Steps

1) (Continue to improve this product through foundational science), and that means:-Developing Physical radiative fraction models-Enhancing the Dozier method improve our sub-pixel analysis data-Developing Flame residence time models to enable us to estimate ROS from single pixels (##FD known so with flame res time = ROS##) 2) (Introduce the current product to CWFIS)-We can make use of a variety of current unsaturated data sources: MODIS, VIIRS (750m; ##extra band only occasionally saturates##), SLSTR, TET-1 (possibly)-Accelerate data delivery rate of EO data increase its value in operations3) (Work with airborne IR specialists to implement this in operational fire imaging)-Airborne imaging is the best place for this stuff and Josh is very happy to work with anyone who offers fire imaging services or works with the data to help them implement these products on their data-Come and see me and I’ll give you Josh’s contact info4) (Work with CSA and international agencies to obtain the optimum satellite system)-Right now what we do have is not ideal, and unfortunately no one outside the fire world wants to fly satellites at the time of day we do or with the specifications fire requires, which means we need to find a way to make this happen-And anyone who is interested in that should go talk to Marleen (from CSA) <point at Marleen and center her out>
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